
G A T E  W A Y

Gate Way Solutions is a women-owned and service-disabled
veteran-owned small business providing innovative and
customized Information Technology (IT) services and software
development to our government and commercial clients.  The
Agile/Scrum Methodology is integral to our culture and part of
everything we do at Gate Way Solutions.
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NAICS:

CORE SKILLS
Web Application Development 
Information Security
Requirements Interpretation and Communication
Enterprise System Interoperability 
Cloud and Hardware Infrastructure
IT Support, Hosting, Machine Learning 
Process Automation, CRM
Continuous Integration, Deployment and Delivery Pipeline
Scrum/Agile, Scaled Agile Framework
DoD Domain Knowledge 
Logistics/Transportation Domain Knowledge

EXPERIENCE
Experience in DoD Systems such as:
GATES  GDSS  EDO 
ISDDC   MEIS  DMR - CAMPS
IBS        DTCI   CATS
EA        DTEB   TEAMS - ETA
AIT

PAST PERFORMANCE

EIN:

UEI:

XSS1KJ8QDNM9

CAGE:
9 6 M R 5

CERTIFICATIONS:
SDVOSB

VOSB

WOSB

S O L U T I O N S

DIFFERENTIATORS
As former military, DoD civilians and contractors we understand
the challenges our customers face. We don't sell products, we
enable growth through innovation. Gate Way Solutions promotes
a learning culture of team training and career development that
help sharpen skills for Business Communication, Technology  and
Design Thinking.

Gate Way Solutions delivers a comprehensive
collection of IT services to help our customers
navigate changing technology with affordable,
responsive IT solutions



Web and Core Applications Development
Web development, application testing, and security; emphasis on knowledge exchange, thorough testing
strategy, and documentation; custom secure authentication mechanisms; industry best practice
architectural techniques. Full-stack development solutions that enable positive user experiences.
Maintain the website’s aesthetic appeal, functionality, and graphics.

Logistics Systems Automation
Develop and implement software to track and report the movement of shipments using the latest
technology and security techniques, including blockchain, in an accessible, integrated, and secure
environment.

Cloud/Hardware Infrastructure
Maximize flexibility and agility of Cloud/Hardware Infrastructure and pursue opportunities for
innovation, cloud migration.  Development and sustainment of complex enterprise
applications.

Continuous Integration
Implement Continuous Integration (CI) Continuous Delivery (CD) best practices saving both time and
money over the lifespan of a software development/software engineering project. CI is the practice of
merging all developers' working copies to a shared mainline several times a day. CI enables software
applications to be in a constant state of “readiness” leading to continuous delivery in what is called
CI/CD pipeline. This leads to fewer bugs, faster testing of code and streamlined automated build
process.

Core Capabilities 

System Interoperability
Many legacy IT systems operate in a system of systems (SoS) context relying upon other systems to provide
desired user capabilities -- making it vital that interoperability needs and external dependencies are
identified early and incorporated into system requirements. Gate Way Solutions understands the limitations
of the current SOAP/XML based data protocols. Gate Way Solutions’ Hexagonal Architecture is also vendor-
agnostic and can be implemented in any operating system running on any platform, including in the cloud or
on-premises.

Cyber Security
Adopt information security best practices, increasing emphasis on improving the cybersecurity posture
of its most critical systems, and partnering with organizations within the DOD to continue implementing
a new information security framework, known as Zero Trust, to harden its networks.

AGILE/Scrum/SAFe Methodologies

Gate Way Solutions preferred agile methodology is SAFe or Scaled Agile Framework. In SAFe many
scrum teams work together in a scrum of scrums on the same project. This organizational framework
allows efficient project-wide coordination and execution. Our project managers are well-versed in agile
and use it as a powerful tool to deliver top quality software efficiently. Our developers use agile on all
our projects and have followed these methodologies since the original introduction of the agile
Manifesto in 2002. We reinforce our knowledge with continual re-certification and training. The greatest
benefit we have seen using agile methodologies is our ability to deliver and deploy software
continuously. SAFe will allow our team to integrate customer feedback at every step of the
development process, saving time and benefiting the final software product


